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Presentation Notes
Hello, in this presentation, we are going to talk about doing authority work for historic sound recordings in the Belfer Archive.



the speadsheet...

Edvard Munch [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
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Presentation Notes
A speadsheet was created to keep record of unestablished names found on Belfer recordings that have been added to OCLC as access points.Hundreds of names were added to different documents between 2009 – 2013 by various Belfer catalogers and consistency is lacking.I started to go through the document, and determined that some names had since been established, others had scanty biographical information, many had insufficient warrant, and some I established. Although not a top priority, we plan to continue working with this document as time permits. Our current mandate, however, is to generally move forward, not backward. 



unlocking historical audio collections

image courtesy of http://vinylespassion.tumblr.com
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Syracuse joined an in-progress Mellon grant project in 2009 to catalog hidden historic sound recordings collections with Yale, NYPL, and Stanford after the initial planning and implementation phase had begun.The project participants decided not do authority work due to the great volume of unestablished names present on historic audio recordings. Participation in the grant project kickstarted SU Libraries’ commitment to cataloging Belfer collections, and 2 permanent music cataloging positions were then established in 2012. Syracuse decided to move ahead with authority work since we were no longer on a grant timeline, and because there is interest in the research community. 



picking our battles

Image retrieved from
thttp://square-sunshine.blogspot.com/2012_08_01_archive.htm
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With this volume of unestablished names, we don’t have time to create authorities for everything we come across.We take a common sense approach; we select names that already appear with some frequency in OCLC and for which there is good biographical or corporate history available. We sometimes need to disambiguate names or correct mistakenly assigned headings. The clarity and added fields in RDA authority records are great for reducing this kind of confusion.  



challenges of format

https://www.flickr.com/photos/olivander/3038572409
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The preferred source of info for most of the items in the Belfer collection is the label.Its fixed and limited size can make it quite challenging to select the preferred form of name. Names are frequently abbreviated, and typos and incorrect information often appear on the disc. Apparently, the nascent record industry was more interested in selling music than being consistent and informative. They clearly weren’t thinking about us. ;) Record collectors and geneaologists have been very helpful to our work. Their research enables us to supply birth and death dates, fuller forms of names, and other biographical information that make our authorities more thorough than the label information. 



authorities as “agent 
description records”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reading Niu’s 2013 article on authorities solidified some of the thoughts I’d been having about the process of creating authorities for these historic names using RDA. Authority records are no longer just tools that aid in the search and retrieval of works, but they can also function as reference sources, or what Niu calls “agent description records” (pg 406). Although many of the new RDA fields are optional, they really serve historic sound recordings. Biographical information can be challenging and time consuming to locate, and providing a broader picture saves catalogers, and ultimately our users, from having to do the grunt work of making distinctions between names. Like most, we walk a tight-line between the desire to be thorough and the need to be productive. Now we’ll share some things we’ve created with you. 



Wireless Symphony Orchestra
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The Wireless Symphony Orchestra was the designation for the augmented BBC ensemble that presented the BBC’s series of public symphony concerts. They broadcast from London starting in 1925, and continued to be used to designate symphonic broadcasts from London until the BBC Symphony Orchestra was established and launched in October 1930. Although a BBC-contracted ensemble, the Wireless Symphony Orchestra is not an earlier form of name for the BBC Symphony Orchestra. The BBC Symphony Orchestra was a new, permanent orchestra, with the best players, attracted by long-term contracts, and with its own Chief Conductor. The BBC Symphony is not an offshoot of the Wireless, but a distinct corporate body. This distinction is an important one since it would be inaccurate to attribute the BBC Symphony Orchestra authority to a recording featuring the Wireless. Fortunately, Jenny Doctor, director of the Belfer and BBC scholar, helped to clarify this distinction. 



pseudonymous names

image courtesy of http://tvtropes.org
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Pseudonyms are very, very common for both individual and corporate names on historic sound recordings!Often recording artists used pseudonyms in order to record for more than one label. Songwriters did the same in order to write for multiple publishers, or to write different kinds of works from what the public expected. Also, the roster of early recording artists for a label was often quite small, and pseudonyms were used to create an illusion of variety and abundance. 



man with several identities…
Fred Rose, Floyd Jenkins, Rambling Rogue
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I was creating an authority for Floyd Jenkins, and in my research I discovered that his main identity was Fred Rose. Rose was a Hall of Famer songwriter, singer, and music publisher of post-war popular music. Apparently, Rose invented the pseudonym, Floyd Jenkins, which sounded like a good country name, because he had written so many songs that he was afraid people would get tired of seeing his name. I also learned that Rose had an another pseudonym, Rambling Rogue, which he used when wearing his singing hat. Apparently, this part of his career was less successful; he had only one hit, “Tender Hearted Sue.” Fred Rose already had an authority, but the recording I encountered that prompted the creation of a record for Floyd Jenkins. Since we also had a sound recording with Rambling Rogue, I created a third record.



ben selvin The Broadway Nightlites
The Knickerbockers
The Columbians
The Cavaliers
Barney Trimble and his 
Oklahomans
Jerry Mason and his 
Californians
The Harmonians
Rudy Marlow and his 
Orchestra
Columbia Photo Players
Frank Auburn and his 
Orchestra
Kolster Dance Orchestra
Lloyd Keating and his 
Music
Earl Marlow and his 
Orchestra

Ed Loyd and his 
Orchestra
Ray Seeley and his 
Orchestra
Sam Nash and his 
Orchestra
Mickie Alpert and his 
Orchestra
Johnny Walker and his 
Orchestra
Chester Leighton and his 
Sophomores
Wally Edwards and his 
Orchestra
Roy Carroll and his 
Sands Point Orchestra
Buddy Campbell and his 
Orchestra

Golden Terrace 
Orchestra
Bar Harbor Society 
Orchestra
Ted Raph and his 
Orchestra
Georgia Moonlight 
Serenaders
Cloverdale Country Club 
Orchestra
Ed Parker and his 
Orchestra
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Ben Selvin made more recordings than any other bandleader in the 78 rpm era.While he recorded under his own name, he was also famous for his use of pseudonyms.Here is a list of some of the pseudonymous names, which combine elements of the personal and corporate. Selvin’s groups, the Cavaliers and the Knickerbockers, have already been established, but with no reference to Selvin. Only the Broadway Nightlites authority has a 510 reference to Selvin’s Orchestra, and vice versa.We have a few sides by the Mickey Alpert Orchestra, who is really Ben Selvin. This is a particularly strange case, since there was a real life Mickey Alpert who was also a bandleader during the same time period. He survived the famous Cocoanut Grove fire in Boston. This situation highlights a need for a change in RDA to deal with pseudonymous corporate names. Adam Schiff’s 2013 report on this issue led to the creation of a CC:DA task force. We have our fingers crossed that there will be a resolution similar to how multiple personal names are handled, as this is an important issue for our collections. If RDA does get revised to deal with corporate pseudonyms, though, it creates a lot of work for us, since we have so many recordings by Ben Selvin’s various groups at the Belfer. 



Blackface comedy duo with multiple identities: 

Phil Cook and Victor Fleming.
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Here is an example of a Blackface comedy duo involving Phil Cook and Victor Fleming and their use of multiple pseudonyms when recording for different labels. They were known as Two Dark Knights, Two Wise Owls, Big Boy and Shorty, Two Licorice Drops, and A Coupla’ Coo-Coo’s under various record labels.In this example, the pseudonymous names were recorded in a 670 because I did not have anything with the other names in hand, and was not faced with the issue of creating multiple authority records.



thank you!

By State Library of New South Wales from Australia [see page for license], via Wikimedia Commons
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Thank you, Questions?
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